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The Electromagnetic Spectrum
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Time Plan
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Linear Imperfections Synchrotron Radiation Synchrotron Radiation Synchrotron Radiation

Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break

Linear Imperfections Machine Physics Synchrotron Radiation Synchrotron Radiation

Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

Synchrotron Radiation Linear Imperfections Linear Imperfections Linear Imperfections

Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break

Synchrotron Radiation Linear Imperfections Linear Imperfections Linear Imperfections

Free Electron Lasers
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• Phil	Willmott	
• PSI	/	EPFL	
• Online	course	on	synchrotron	radiation,	available	at		
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/mooc-synchrotrons-and-x-ray-free-electron-lasers/	

• Andreas	Streun	
• PSI	
• SLS	2.0	(private	communication)

Standing on the Shoulder of Giants
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• Bill	Barletta	
• Adjunct	Professor	of	Physics	at	MIT,	UCLA,	and	Old	Dominion	University	
• US	Particle	Accelerator	School	course	on	synchrotron	radiation:	
http://uspas.fnal.gov/materials/09UNM/Unit_11_Lecture_18_Synchrotron_radiation.pdf	

• Riccardo	Bartolini	
• JUAS	course	on	synchrotron	radiation	(2018):	
https://indico.cern.ch/event/683638/timetable/

Standing on the Shoulder of Giants
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• Phil	Bucksbaum	
• Stanford	
• Ultrafast	X-Ray	Summer	School	course	on	atomic	and	molecular	physics:	
https://app.certain.com/accounts/register123/stanford/pulseinstitute/events/
uxss2018/2018.UXSS.Bucksbaum.AMO.tutorial.pdf	

• Federica	Marone	
• PSI	
• X-ray	tomography	(private	communication)

Standing on the Shoulder of Giants
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https://app.certain.com/accounts/register123/stanford/pulseinstitute/events/uxss2018/2018.UXSS.Bucksbaum.AMO.tutorial.pdf
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Quiz: Electromagnetic Radiation is Emitted by…

12

Electrons	flying	in	a	circle

Accelerated	electrons

Protons	in	LHC

All	of	the	above
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Emission of Electromagnetic Radiation by an Accelerated Charge

13Tsumoro Shintake

NEW REAL-TIME SIMULATION TECHNIQUE  
FOR SYNCHROTRON AND UNDULATOR RADIATIONS 

Tsumoru Shintake 
RIKEN/Spring-8: The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research 

Hyogo, 679-5143, Japan

Abstract 
New mathematical method has been developed to 

compute radiation field from a moving charge in free 
space. It is not based on the retarded potential and its 
derivation. It uses the following two facts: (1) once a 
wave is emitted from a particle, it propagates as a 
spherical wave. It’s wavelet (a part of the wavefront) runs 
with speed of the light, and does not change its direction, 
(2) the initial direction of the wavelet is determined by the 
Lorentz transformation from electron-rest-frame to the 
laboratory frame by taking into account the light 
aberration. 2D radiation simulator has been developed 
based on this method, which simulates synchrotron, 
undulator and dipole radiation in time domain. 

1 INTRODUCTIONS 
In various experimental applications of radiation, such 

as, the synchrotron, undulator and FEL radiations, 
discussions are usually made in terms of the angular and 
frequency spectrum of these radiations. These field 
properties are historically analysed by solving retarded 
potential for specified trajectory. Usually only the far-
field radiation, whose field intensity is proportional to r−1, 
is considered, and the Coulomb field is omitted since it 
decays quickly as r−2. The results from this approximation 
have been widely used to evaluate the experimental data 
and its validity has been well confirmed. 

However, understanding the realistic spactial 
distribution of radiation field and its time evolution 
becomes more important for studying the beam physics in 
electron accelerators. For example, the electron bunch-
compressor for the e+e-  Linear Collider, or the X-ray 
FEL, uses very short and intense bunch, and the CSR: 

Coherence Synchrotron Radiation breaks the transverse 
emittance of the beam. To cure this effect, the 
understanding the radiation field and beam dynamics is 
key issues of these accelerators. 

Historically, the realistic field profile of the radiation 
field was firstly made by R. Y. Tsien[1] in 1972. He 
numerically integrated parametric equations for the field 
lines based on the retarded potential. By using IBM 
360/65 computer, he visualized the electric field lines by 
California Computer. It took so long CPU time, because 
he needed to integrate every field line with fine step with 
computing fairly complicated vector algebra.  

The method reported in this paper solves the field lines 
based on a kind of “con-formal mapping” technique. It 
was originally made by the author in 1974[2]. The 
algorizm is simple, and the code runs very fast, so that it 
can illustrate the animation of the radiation field in “real-
time”. 

2 MATHMATICAL MODEL 

2.1 Basic Equation 
The Maxwell equation with field source is given by 

 
Fig. 1  Electric field lines of moving charge, and spherical wavefronts. 
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Radiation Emitted by Charge on a Circular Orbit

14Tsumoro Shintake

In each time steps, new wavefront is generated from the 
particle, and propagates outward by the following 
equations: 
 

  
       (5) 
 

 
where P is the coordinate of the grid point. 
  Followings are snapshots from the simulator. 

3.2  Static Field 
One important example is the static field of a rest 

particle. Even when the particle rests, wavefronts are 
generated from the particle, and propagate outward. Since 
time derivation of E is zero, thus the magnetic field is zero, 
as a result, the pointing vector becomes zero. Therefore, 
there is no energy loss, and only the information is 
transferred. 

3.3  Synchrotron Radiation 
When a charge particle runs along a circular trajectory, 

it generates spiral shape electric field as shown in Fig. 4. 
The field lines are condensed in bright spiral zone, where 
the electric field is very high. Increasing particle velocity, 
the bright zone becomes narrower, which corresponds to 
short impulse field, which has wide frequency spectrum. 
This is the synchrotron radiation.  

3.4  Undulator Radiation 
When a charged particle runs through an undulator, it is 

periodically deflected due to series of transverse magnetic 
field. In each bending, particle generates radiation in the 
direction of motion. Since the particle velocity is slightly 
lower than the speed of the light, wavelength of the 
accumulated periodic radiation becomes very short due to 
Doppler effects. This is clearly shown in Fig. 5. 

4 DISCUSSION 
The extension to 3D is straight forward. Problem will 

be extension to multi-particle problem. However, as seen 
in the snapshot of the undulator radiation, at the location 
where the radiation power is, we have much data point 
(node point), which provide enough spatial resolution. 
This is a kind of auto-zooming function. This will be 
suitable to particle tracking of short bunch and high 
frequency field problem, like CSR. 

5 REFERENCES 
[1] R. Y. TSIEN, “Picture of Dynamic Electric Fields”, 

AJP Vol. 40, January 1972 
[2] T. Shintake, “Simulation of field lines generated by a 

moving charge”, private note 1984 March 19 at KEK, 
not published. 

Fig. 5   Undulator radiation, v = 0.9c, K = 1. Snapshot 
from the Radiation 2D. 

 
Fig. 3 Static field. Snapshot from the 
Radiation 2D. 

 
Fig. 4   Synchrotron radiation at v = 0.9c. Snapshot 
from the Radiation 2D. 
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Emission by Relativistic Particles

15D. H. Tomboulian and P. L. Hartman, Phys. Rev. 102 (1956)
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• High	flux	
• F	=	N/(s	BW)	
• High	brilliance	(spectral	brightness)	
• B	=	N/(s	mm2	mrad2	BW)	
• Polarization	
• Pulsed	time	structure	
• Stability	
• Power	can	be	computed	from	first	principles

Properties of Synchrotron Radiation

16
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• Key	figure	of	merit	comparing	different	photon	sources	

• Average	brilliance	for	photon-hungry	experiments	
• For	some	experiments,	the	peak	brilliance	is	very	important	

• More	in	the	lecture	about	the	interaction	of	X-rays	with	matter	
• Free	electron	lasers	have	a	peak	brilliance	that	is	1’000’000’000	times	larger	than	that	of	synchrotrons

Brilliance

17
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X-Ray Sources

18W. Eberhardt / Journal of Electron Spectroscopy and Related Phenomena 200 (2015) 31–39 

32 W.  Eberhardt / Journal of Electron Spectroscopy and Related Phenomena 200 (2015) 31–39

Fig. 1. Peak brilliance of laboratory X-ray sources, 1st (SSRL), 2nd (NSLS, BESSY), and
3rd generation (ALS, BESSY II, APS, ESRF) synchrotron radiation sources, diffraction
limited  storage rings (ESRF-II, MAX-IV, SIRIUS) and Free Electron Lasers (FLASH,
SACLA,  LCLS, X-FEL).

kind of improvements are not a simple evolution, but they lead to
revolutionary new science and as far as synchrotron radiation sci-
ence is concerned, this (r)evolution has been continuously going on
over 60 years.

This  origin of this dramatic improvement in brilliance is founded
upon a very solid technological base either in accelerator technol-
ogy or in the technology to produce light from the electron (or
positron) beam. Initially, researchers were allowed to use the by
product of synchrotron radiation produced at high energy electron
ring accelerators. The accelerator technology at these machines was
mainly focused on delivering the best possible beam to certain tar-
get stations and/or in a few interaction regions for colliding beam
applications. The other sections around the (circular) accelerator
were optimized for beam transport, but not for synchrotron radia-
tion extraction. Accordingly neither the source size nor the angular
spread were optimized as far as the radiation is concerned.

Very soon dedicated facilities, where the unique purpose of
the electron accelerator was to serve as a light source came to
existence. These so called second generation light sources were
electron storage rings, where the electrons circulate at a constant
energy and the radiation loss is replenished by RF power. BESSY I in
Berlin, Germany and the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS)
in Brookhaven, USA are given as examples for these types of light
sources in Fig. 1. The very first dedicated light source user facility
however was the Tantalus storage ring at UW Madison. Prior to that
other storage rings existed, for example at NIST, but these were not
operated as a user facility for an external user community.

One of the most widely appreciated features of synchrotron
radiation is the continuous spectrum from the THz and IR region
up to hard X-rays. The spectral distribution of synchrotron radi-
ation is shown in Fig. 2. This function is universal to all sources
and depends only on a few specific source parameters such as the
electron beam energy and the magnetic field, which is sometimes
also expressed by the bending radius of the deflecting magnet. The
spectral distribution is characterized by a single parameter, the so
called critical energy (εc). The critical energy is defined as the energy,
where exactly half of the power is radiated at frequencies below this
energy and half at higher frequencies.

The critical energy εc of a synchrotron source is given by

εc (keV) = 0.665E2
e (GeV)B (T)

Thus the characteristic energy can be related to readily available
parameters. Typically bending magnet fields are in the order of 1 T.
Accordingly for a ring of 3 GeV electron energy, which is a standard

parameter for modern medium energy storage ring sources, the
critical photon energy is about 6 keV. The useful photon energy
range extends up to about 5Ec, thus such a source will be available
for experiments requiring photon energies up to 30 keV. Below the
critical energy the available photon flux at a given bending magnet
radius (magnetic field) does not vary with the electron energy in
the ring, whereas the high energy cutoff for experiments depends
critically on it. In general, at any given photon energy, the number
of photons emitted by the source is linearly proportional to the
beam current I circulating in the ring.

Compared to many other sources the synchrotron radiation is
extremely collimated in the plane of the accelerator. This strong col-
limation immediately relates to the brilliance of this light source.
The collimation is a relativistic effect and illustrated in Fig. 3. In the
rest frame of the electron the radiation is emitted in the character-
istic (donut shaped) dipole emission pattern. Since the electron is
moving close to the speed of light however this emission pattern
looks totally different in the laboratory frame where the radiation is
observed. The coordinate in the direction of motion of the electron
is transformed via a Lorentz transformation, while the other two
coordinates are not affected. Accordingly the emission is peaked
very strongly in a narrow forward cone as indicated on the right
hand side of Fig. 3.

From  any point along the trajectory, the light is collimated as
shown in Fig. 3 and since the electron moves along a circular arc,
the radiation is observable in tangential direction around the ring
from all points of the electron trajectory, where the electrons are
accelerated. If a single electron moves around a circular storage
ring the light will be emitted in short flashes similar to the pulsed
characteristics of a beacon or a light tower. In an RF accelerator
electrons can only be accelerated around a certain phase point of
the RF field. Accordingly the electrons are bunched in packets of a
certain length, depending on the phase space available for stable
acceleration conditions. Typically such an electron bunch is about
50 ps long (1.5 cm)  and the bunches are 2 ns apart (60 cm).

Synchrotron radiation is polarized. The polarization is linear in
the plane of the accelerator and elliptical with different helicity,
when viewed from above or below the plane. Viewed from the side
in the direction of the peak of the emission cone, the charge is accel-
erated back and forth in the plane and this causes the electrical
field amplitude to oscillate horizontally, parallel to the accelera-
tion. Similarly, the elliptical polarization can be plausibly derived
from momentum conservation. In the emission process the elec-
tron looses a small amount of energy, and thus also momentum
and specifically angular momentum, since it is orbiting on a circular
path. For the combined system – electron and photon – energy and
momentum together have to be conserved. Accordingly the pho-
ton carries an angular momentum corresponding to the angular
momentum loss of the electron.

Incidentally, the polarization of the X-rays in interstellar space
is taken as strong evidence that these X-rays are indeed due to
synchrotron radiation, produced when relativistic electrons are
accelerated by the strong magnetic fields of stars.

Following the construction of dedicated synchrotron radiation
facilities, ideas were generated how to improve the characteris-
tics of a given facility. This is how wigglers and undulators came
into play. Wigglers and undulators are periodic magnet structures
constructed to compensate the overall deflection of the electron
beam by alternating the direction of the magnetic field. These peri-
odic magnet structures can be placed into a straight section of the
accelerator or storage ring, as such they a referred to by the gen-
eral term of insertion devices. Such an arrangement of magnets
is shown schematically and in the real world implementation in
Fig. 4. The difference between these two devices is only of a quan-
titative nature. In a wiggler the magnetic field strength is such that
the electron deflection angle in each pole is larger than the natural
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Undulator Radiation

20Tsumoro Shintake

In each time steps, new wavefront is generated from the 
particle, and propagates outward by the following 
equations: 
 

  
       (5) 
 

 
where P is the coordinate of the grid point. 
  Followings are snapshots from the simulator. 

3.2  Static Field 
One important example is the static field of a rest 

particle. Even when the particle rests, wavefronts are 
generated from the particle, and propagate outward. Since 
time derivation of E is zero, thus the magnetic field is zero, 
as a result, the pointing vector becomes zero. Therefore, 
there is no energy loss, and only the information is 
transferred. 

3.3  Synchrotron Radiation 
When a charge particle runs along a circular trajectory, 

it generates spiral shape electric field as shown in Fig. 4. 
The field lines are condensed in bright spiral zone, where 
the electric field is very high. Increasing particle velocity, 
the bright zone becomes narrower, which corresponds to 
short impulse field, which has wide frequency spectrum. 
This is the synchrotron radiation.  

3.4  Undulator Radiation 
When a charged particle runs through an undulator, it is 

periodically deflected due to series of transverse magnetic 
field. In each bending, particle generates radiation in the 
direction of motion. Since the particle velocity is slightly 
lower than the speed of the light, wavelength of the 
accumulated periodic radiation becomes very short due to 
Doppler effects. This is clearly shown in Fig. 5. 

4 DISCUSSION 
The extension to 3D is straight forward. Problem will 

be extension to multi-particle problem. However, as seen 
in the snapshot of the undulator radiation, at the location 
where the radiation power is, we have much data point 
(node point), which provide enough spatial resolution. 
This is a kind of auto-zooming function. This will be 
suitable to particle tracking of short bunch and high 
frequency field problem, like CSR. 

5 REFERENCES 
[1] R. Y. TSIEN, “Picture of Dynamic Electric Fields”, 

AJP Vol. 40, January 1972 
[2] T. Shintake, “Simulation of field lines generated by a 

moving charge”, private note 1984 March 19 at KEK, 
not published. 

Fig. 5   Undulator radiation, v = 0.9c, K = 1. Snapshot 
from the Radiation 2D. 

 
Fig. 3 Static field. Snapshot from the 
Radiation 2D. 

 
Fig. 4   Synchrotron radiation at v = 0.9c. Snapshot 
from the Radiation 2D. 
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Undulator Radiation
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How Does the Brilliance of Radiation Emitted by an Undulator 
Grow with the Number of Magnet Poles?

22

It	is	independent	of	the	number	of	poles

It	grows	linearly

It	grows	quadratically

It	grows	exponentially



Tunability of undulator radiation

Courtesy J.M Filhol
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• Bends	serve	also	as	extraction	points	for	undulator	radiation	
• Straight	sections	for	

• injection	
• insertion	devices

Layout of a Synchrotron Radiation Source

24

Fig. 2 General layout of a wiggler or undulator magnet

The synchrotron radiation from electron storage rings of the 3rd generation is
essentially produced by wiggler and undulator magnets. A larger number of straight sections
provide sufficient space for the insertion devices. The bending magnets only guide the beam
along the circular orbit. The general layout of a modern synchrotron light source is sketched
in Fig. 3. Some examples of third generation machines are listed in Table 1. More detailed
informations are presented in [2].

Fig. 3 General layout of a modern synchrotron light source of the 3rd generation
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• 3rd	generation	light	source	
• Start	of	user	operation	in	2001	
• Circumference:	288	m	
• Particle	energy:	2.4	GeV	
• 12	triple	bend	achromats	
• 12	straight	sections	

• Dispersion-free	
• 1	for	injection	
• 2	for	acceleration	
• 1	for	harmonic	RF	
• 8	for	undulators	

• Injection	at	full	energy	
• Top-up	mode	possible

Layout of the Swiss Light Source

25
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Top-Up Operation

26Andreas Lüdeke
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History of Synchrotron Radiation

27NSLS, Brookhaven
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Evolution of Synchrotrons
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Wigglers and Undulators
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Evolution of synchrotron radiation sources (I)

30Riccardo Bartolini

• First observation:  
 1947, General Electric, 70 MeV synchrotron 

• First user experiments: 

 1956, Cornell, 320 MeV synchrotron

• 1st generation light sources: machine built for High 
Energy Physics or other purposes used parasitically for 
synchrotron radiation 

• 2nd generation light sources: purpose built synchrotron 
light sources, SRS at Daresbury was the first dedicated 
machine (1981 – 2008) 

• 3rd generation light sources: optimised for high brilliance 
with low emittance and Insertion Devices; ESRF, Diamond, 
…
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Evolution of synchrotron radiation sources (II)
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• 4th generation light sources: photoinjectors LINAC based Free Electron Laser 
sources;  

 FLASH (DESY) 2007 

 LCLS (SLAC) 2009 

 SACLA (Japan) 2011 

 Elettra (Italy) 2012 

and in the near(?) future 

• 4th generation light sources storage ring based: diffraction limited storage 
rings  

• …and even a  5th generation with more compact and advanced accelerator 
technologies e.g. based on laser plasma wakefield accelerators
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Synchrotrons around the World

32Canadian Light Source



Questions?

Nick Veasey




